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The Impacts of Referent Display on Gesture and Speech Elicitation

Adam S. Williams Member, IEEE, and Francisco R. Ortega Member, IEEE

Abstract—Elicitation studies have become a popular method of participatory design. While traditionally used to examine unimodal
gesture interactions, elicitation has started being used with other novel interaction modalities. Unfortunately, there has been no work
that examines the impact of referent display on elicited interaction proposals. To address that concern this work provides a detailed
comparison between two elicitation studies that were similar in design apart from the way that participants were prompted for interaction
proposals (i.e., the referents). Based on this comparison the impact of referent display on speech and gesture interaction proposals
are each discussed. The interaction proposals between these elicitation studies were not identical. Gesture proposals were the least
impacted by referent display, showing high proposal similarity between the two works. Speech proposals were highly biased by text
referents with proposals directly mirroring text-based referents an average of 69.36% of the time. In short, the way that referents are
presented during elicitation studies can impact the resulting interaction proposals; however, the level of impact found is dependent on
the modality of input elicited.

Index Terms—Human computer interaction (HCI), User studies, Mixed / augmented reality, Gestural input, Elicitation

1 INTRODUCTION

Designing effective systems requires an in-depth knowledge of the user,
their interactions, and how they think [17]. One path towards gaining
that understanding is to run an elicitation study. Elicitation studies use a
mix of observational and participatory design methodologies to gain an
understanding of how users interact with a system [56]. Elicitation can
be performed under a wide range of goals, sometimes using an emulated
version of an emerging technology [43,52], conceptual technologies [7],
or existing technologies [22].

This study design was integrated into human-computer interaction
research by Wobbrock et al. in 2005 [62] and later popularized by the
same team [63]. Self-described as a “guessability study”, Wobbrock
et al.’s goal was to find inputs that were discoverable to new users of
a multi-touch system [62]. By observing users interact with a system
in which the gulf of execution (e.g., barriers of execution) has been
removed, that user’s natural behaviors and interactions can be observed.
While these interactions will vary from user to user, an aggregation of
multiple users’ interactions can be used to derive a consensus set of
discoverable (i.e., guessable) interaction proposals.

While generating a consensus set is often a major goal of elicitation
studies, it is not the only possible outcome. Discoveries beyond a con-
sensus set can be made by interpreting the observational data collected
during the study. Examples of this type of finding include the impact of
scale on interaction generation [41, 50], the timing information around
co-occurring gesture and speech inputs [28, 60], user modality prefer-
ence when multiple modality options are available [11, 34, 36], and that
users have an prefer multimodal interactions more as task cognitive
load increases [40].

The popularity of elicitation studies is evident in the number of
domains that have performed them. These domains include multi-touch
surfaces [5, 32], mobile devices [46], mid-air gestures [38, 43, 59], tele-
vision browsing [34, 36], computer-aided design [22], and internet of
things home sets ups [65]. Researchers have further adapted elicitation
methodologies to examine a range of interaction paradigms from using
multi-touch and mid-air devices in tandem [44, 61] to imposing con-
straints on the users’ motion to investigate gesture sets suitable for both
impaired and non-impaired users [1,47]. As of the year 2020 More than
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216 elicitation studies have been run, totaling to 5,458 participants,
and 3,625 commands (i.e., referents) tested [56].

Alongside the widespread use of elicitation methodology comes
a stream of modifications and improvements upon it. Ten years af-
ter the original paper, the “Agreement Index”, a metric of proposal
consensus, was improved and became the “Agreement Rate” [54,62].
Other changes to the calculation of consensus include between groups
metrics [54], production agreement [53], dissimilarity of proposals met-
rics [53], the addition of speech proposal consensus metrics [34], and
statistics to help verify the prevalence of chance agreement [51]. Some
studies directly emulate the work of Wobbrock et al. [56, 63], while
others radically alter the process [6]. There have been variations of the
Wizard of Oz systems used [9], the presentation of referents [56], and
even attempts to deliberately prime users with a certain mindset [7, 47]
or mental frames [6].

Elicitation has most often been used to derive interactions that use
gesture as the input modality [56]. These gestures may be limited
to a single body part (i.e., hands) [63] or use combinations of body
parts [53]. As new technologies continue to emerge, elicitation is
starting to use input modalities outside of gesture. Examples of this
shift are most commonly seen in studies examining gesture and speech
based inputs [22, 34, 36, 59, 60].

An area that has been unquestioned in the literature today is, “Does
changing the way referents are presented impact elicited interaction
proposals” Herein lies a concerning facet in this ever-evolving body of
literature; there is a scarcity of work examining how minor changes to
elicitation design can impact the resulting interactions elicited. To begin
answering that question this paper presents a comparison of two gesture
and speech elicitation studies done for basic object manipulations in
optical see-through augmented reality (AR) environments [59,60]. The
difference in elicitation design between these studies is limited to the
display of referents (e.g., commands being elicited).

Out of that comparison this work uncovers evidence of a biasing
effect in elicitation caused by participants imitating referents as they
were displayed. This work discusses how referent display impacted
the elicited proposals for both gesture and speech input modalities.
Finding that speech was more susceptible to referent biasing than
gestures. Lastly, design recommendations are provided to help mitigate
the impacts of referent biasing.

2 BACKGROUND

Most elicitation studies follow a similar protocol. Commonly around
25 (Median = 20 Standard Deviation (SD) = 4) participants are re-
cruited [56]. These participants are then asked to generate input propos-
als for a list of referents to be executed. These referents are presented
one at a time while the participant produces an input proposal they
feel is appropriate for that referent using the input modality requested.
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Elicitation studies often use Wizard of Oz (WoZ) experiment design
which is a way to remove the gulf of execution between the participant
and the system by having the experimenter trigger the recognition of
inputs [63]. The referents that are used by the study are commonly
specific to one domain or application.

Data is often collected using video recordings [56, 57]; however,
other formats have been used [36, 53]. Videos are then hand-annotated
by one or more raters and broken into gesture proposals [39, 59, 60, 63].
These will be very granular gestures with notes on features includ-
ing the number of fingers used, hand position, and direction of move-
ment [43,60]. The granular gestures are binned into equivalence classes
based on predefined similarity features or insights from previous work.
Binning proposals is an important step towards removing the individual-
level characteristics of the proposals in favor of a more generalizable
consensus set. Lastly, the annotated data is paired with the observa-
tional data from interviews and participant commentary.

Agreement metrics are used to quantify consensus across partic-
ipants and referents using the binned gesture proposals. The most
popular metric for agreement is Agreement Rate, which is a measure
of pairs of participants in agreement over all possible pairs [63]. Other
metrics such as machine learning techniques [53] and metrics designed
for speech inputs [34] exist. Based on the metrics are used, a set of
consensus gestures is proposed for referents that achieve higher than a
predetermined level of agreement. Design guidelines informed by the
study’s proposal space and observational data can serve as additional
contributions of elicitation studies.

2.1 Imitation

This paper raises the issue of imitation as a concern to be addressed
when designing an elicitation study. Imitation is a natural human trait
that is deeply ingrained in everyday social and physical processes. Imi-
tation of visible action has been considered either an inborn skill [31] or
learned via self-observation [4] and reinforced from a young age [13].
Regardless of where it arises from, the existence of action imitation is
the same. Non-human representations (i.e., a wooden hand) stimulate
lower imitation than human representations [29] but geometric objects
seem unaffected by this if their action can reasonably be completed by
a human [16], as is the case for most referents (i.e., move left). Sepa-
rately, speech imitation is a skill used from a young age to facilitate
language learning [25]. When prompting participants with text/read-
aloud referents, their responses may be biased towards imitating the
referent as stated. Alternatively, when using images or animations of
objects as referents, the properties of those representations may bias
participants to imitate the shape or motion of that object.

2.2 Referent Display

The goal of presenting a referent is to establish the command to be com-
pleted by the participants interaction proposal. If eliciting commands
for television-based web browsing then a referent could be refresh
page [34]. The referent Refresh page could be presented as text reading
“refresh page”, an animation of a web page being refreshed, or as an
experimenter reading the referent aloud. In the case of Morris, 2012,
and Nebeling et al. 2014, it was both showing the effect of the referent
(e.g., the animation) and stating its name aloud [34, 36].

Referent display techniques have included animations paired with
spoken aloud instructions [34], images [8, 27, 45, 48], animations
alone [14, 20, 22, 24, 30, 60], text alone [59], only read aloud [10],
text and animation [15, 39], text and read aloud [38, 47, 66], and the
combination of text, reading aloud, and animations [52]. This variety
of presentation is concerning considering that the type of presentation
used could impact the study’s interaction proposals.

3 RELATED WORK

There have been limited works that use similar enough elicitation
designs to be reasonably compared [56]. This section compares two
such pairs of elicitation studies to provide more information on how
minor changes in methodology can impact interaction proposals. These
changes were not necessarily to the referent display.

3.1 Study pair 1: pen+multi-touch interactions
The first comparison is between Sukumar et al. (2018) [49] who
replicated the work of Wolf et al. (1987) [64], and Welbourn et al.
(1988) [58]. This study elicited pen and touch-based gestures on a
multi-touch surface for use in text editing applications [49]. Sukumar
et al. used a modified elicitation methodology based on the work of
Wobbrock et al. in 2005 [49, 62]. Note that while the works of Wolf
et al. [64] and Welbourn et al. [58] occurred before 2005 they were
observational studies that used methods similar to elicitation.

Both of these studies observed participant behavior during a writing
and text editing task. The main difference between these works was the
use of a multi-touch surface [49] as opposed to pen and paper [58, 64].
That difference was further pronounced by telling participants they
were interacting with a live recognition system compared to paper
alone.

The study employing multi-touch devices found some interactions
to be quite similar to the prior two studies, examples being the gestures
proposed for the referents “insert”, “delete”, and “move”. Sukumar et
al. found differences in the referents “join”, “split”, and “new para-
graph” which were conceptually similar to the commands used in the
previous experiment [58], but had a different wording [49]. They go
on to speculate that the differences in results were caused by those
variations in terminology, citing other work that used the same terms
to produce similar results during multi-touch elicitation [12]. The dif-
ferences in terminology used are akin to differences in text or spoken
referents. Additionally, the differences in the participant’s experiences
with technology caused by 30 years of technological advancement
likely contributing factors to differences in results [35].

3.2 Study pair 2: gesture+speech interactions
Nebeling et al. (2014) conducted a gesture and speech elicitation study
following the design used by Morris (2012) [34]. These studies elicited
gesture and speech commands for a television-based web browser
equipped with a Microsoft Kinect. Each study used a sample size of 25
participants who were grouped in pairs with a single triad and asked
them to generate either a speech, gesture, or gesture+speech command
for each referent. The referents were shown as animations and read-
aloud. The work of Nebeling et al. replicated the conditions of Morris,
2012 [34] as closely as possible, omitting only a few of the original
referents.

Participant’s interaction modality preferences were largely the same
between the two studies, choosing to use either speech alone 56%
(Morris, 2012) and 65% (Nebeling et al.) of the time, gesture alone
41% and 31% of the time, or multimodal gesture+speech interactions
3% and 4% of the time [34, 36]. More varied results are found in the
interaction proposals. Each study had some overlap between proposals
but differing proposal frequencies. An example of this is seen in the
proposals for the referents “go back” which had 7 participants propose
“flick hand (arrow)” in Morris’ study and 5 in Nebeling et al.’s study.
Some referents had less similarity, demonstrated by the “click link”
referent which had 7 “hand-as-mouse + click/grip” proposals in Morris,
2012, and 11 in Nebeling et al. Differences in past exposure and the
demographics of the participants may have contributed to the variation
in results. Most participants in the original work had some exposure to
the Microsoft Kinect whereas very few participants had that exposure
in the later study.

These studies elicited speech interactions by using referents that
were both read out loud and animated for participants. While neither
paper directly addresses the impact that reading referents out loud had
on their results, the impacts can be seen for some referents where the
most common speech proposal was identical or nearly identical to
the referent as it was read. Examples of this imitation are proposing
“open browser” for the referent open browser [34] or “go back” for the
referent go back [36]. Not all referents were repeated and participants
could propose other modalities of input, lessening the impacts of any
biases introduced by reading the referents. For example, while saying
“open browser” was the second most common proposal for the referent
open browser, the top proposal was a gesture where people acted out
pressing the open browser button [34].
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4 METHODS

To further explore the impacts of elicitation design changes, this work
compares two recent studies using the annotated data from those works
as provided by the authors [59, 60]. These studies observed partici-
pant’s interactions and behaviors while completing basic tasks within
a generic AR environment. The input modalities examined in these
studies were mid-air gesture, speech, and the combination of mid-air
gesture+speech [59, 60]. These two experiments were similar apart
from the way the referent was displayed. Both experiments were run
on a Magic Leap One optical see-through augmented reality head-
mounted display using the same software, apart from the referent dis-
play changes. Both works used video to capture the raw participant
interactions and were performed by the same researchers, in the same
room, using the same subject pool, with no subject taking part in both
studies. The first study used text referents (top of Figure 1), referred
to as “E-Text” [59]. The second study used animated referents with
no text shown except the modality to be used (bottom of Figure 1),
referred to as “E-Animated” [60].

Fig. 1. High level study flow, Top: text referent (E-Text) [59], Bottom:
animated referent (E-Animated) [60]

4.1 Compared Work’s Designs
The two experiments examined here each used a WoZ design. Partic-
ipants were videotaped while interacting with the system. The par-
ticipants’ inputs were only constrained by the input modality of the
condition that they were in. Within each input modality condition,
participants were invited to generate any input proposal that they felt
was appropriate for the referent presented. For example, if the modality
was speech then any utterance proposed was accepted causing the ex-
perimenter to trigger the system’s response to that input, thus advancing
the experiment.

In both experiments, participants first completed the informed con-
sent and demographics questionnaires. The demographics question-
naire was used to establish the participant’s previous exposure to mid-air
gestures (e.g. the Microsoft Kinect), virtual reality (VR), and AR. This
questionnaire also included standard demographic questions such as
age, gender, and handedness attributes.

Next, the participants viewed an instruction video that explained
the experiment. These video instructions were similar for both studies
apart from referent presentations (i.e., animated with E-Animated, text
with E-Text). The videos outlined the high-level objectives of the
experimental tasks. Participants were given a practice round where
they generated one input proposal per input modality for a color change
referent.

After the practice round, participants were shown interaction modal-
ities in a counterbalanced order. Within each modality, the referents
were shown in random order. In each trial the participant was shown a
cube that was centered in their viewport and rendered approximately 50

cm away. The NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) survey was admin-
istered after the completion of all referents for a given input modality
condition to measure that input modalities perceived workload [18].

4.1.1 Differences in Methods
In E-Text, the referents were shown as text and read aloud (top of
Figure 1) [59]. Participants were told they were interacting with a
live system, leveraging the Wizard-of-Oz design. Upon initiation of
a proposal, the experimenter would trigger the system’s recognition
of that input which would then execute that referent’s animation. The
animations ran for two seconds, then a blue screen was shown. After
another delay, the next referent was loaded. This cycle would continue
until all referents and modalities were completed.

In E-Animated, the referents were shown as animations that were
triggered two seconds after loading the cube [60]. Participants would
see a blue screen, then the rendered cube and modality information
(right of Figure 1). After a two-second delay, the referent would ex-
ecute the same animations as shown in E-Text with exceptions to the
abstract referents which used different animations. In E-Text, these
animations were shown after a proposal was made, and in E-Animated,
they were shown before. Upon seeing the animations, participants
had to “guess” what command a fictitious participant in another room
used to generate that input proposal fostering a belief that the system
was live but disabled for them. That design choice was made to try to
capture feelings of interaction with a live system as seen in E-Text [60].

With either design, the authors of those works expected differences
based on the level of priming caused by either the animations or the
text used [59,60]. When the referents were shown as text, the proposed
speech was expected to closely follow that text. The use of text referents
in elicitation is common [10, 38, 47, 52, 66]. When prompting the
user with animations, the gestures produced might be primed by the
movements of the objects. This design is also common within elicitation
studies [14,20,22,24,30,60]. In the few elicitation studies that allowed
speech inputs the impact of referent display on proposals was never
stated [34, 36].

4.1.2 Referents Used
These studies used referents that are considered canonical manipula-
tions for generic interactions with 3-dimensional user interfaces [3, 37].
The canonical referents used were scaling, translation on each axis, and
rotation about each axis. In addition to those referents, the abstract
referents of selection, create, and destroy were used [59, 60].

4.1.3 Participants
Each study consisted of a unique set of 24 volunteers (E-Text: 4 female,
20 male; E-Animated: 10 Female, 14 Male) summing to 48 participants
in total. Participants were recruited using emails and through word of
mouth. Ages ranged from 18-43 years (Mean = 23.32, SD = 5.23) in
E-Text and 18-46 years old (Mean = 25, SD = 6.9) in E-Animated. Two
participants in E-Text and five in E-Animated were left-handed. In E-
Text, eleven participants reported less than 30 minutes of stereoscopic
AR usage before the experiment. In E-Animated five participants
reported weekly use of VR. Only two of those participants used VR
for more than 5 hours weekly (5 hours, 10 hours). The other three
participants reported 1-3 hours of weekly VR use. Several participants
did not learn English as a first language but reported fluency in it(E-
Text: 8, E-Animated: 7). Across both experiments, all participants
reported normal or corrected to normal vision.

4.2 Data Preparation
The researchers hand-annotated the collected videos to produce the
data that was interpreted during those studies [59, 60]. Participants
made gesture proposals for each referent in both the gesture alone and
gesture+speech conditions. Participants proposed utterances for each
referent in the speech and gesture+speech conditions.

4.2.1 Gesture Data Preparation
Gestures were annotated from the video at a granular level then binned
into high-level equivalence classes. The same coders were used across
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both studies. At the granular level gestures were binned based on
fingers used, hands used, the shape of the hand, and motion of the
gesture. These classes were then collapsed based on groupings of
fingers used and hand poses. Some examples of these are “grasping”
where all fingers were closed, “pinching” where just the thumb and
index or thumb, index, and middle fingers were touching, “open” where
all fingers were extended, and “index finger” where only the index
finger was extended. Additionally, movements along the same axis
were considered the same. For example, translations right and left
were both considered movements along the y-axis. These equivalence
classes were considered reasonable given that users care less about the
count of fingers used than the hand pose used [61].

4.2.2 Speech Data Preparation
The utterances proposed by each participant were hand transcribed
from the video recordings of the speech only and the gesture+speech
conditions. The speech data was then binned based on the syntax used.
These bins included words that indicated action, direction, and object
specification. Some articles of speech were discarded for this analysis
such that saying “move the object left” which was considered the same
as “move object left”. Separately the utterances proposed were grouped
by common words. These groups used strict criteria where “move
backwards” and “move backward” would be considered the same but
“move back” would be different.

4.2.3 Gesture+Speech Data Preparation
The gesture proposals and speech proposals from the gesture+speech
input condition were annotated individually from the videos following
the same practices described for the unimodal gesture and unimodal
speech conditions.

4.3 Analysis Performed
Prior to comparing these works some understanding of the analysis
conducted by them is required. This section discuses those analyses
and explains what those analysis can be interpreted as meaning.

4.3.1 Gesture Metrics
For gesture analysis, the main metric used was Agreement Rate (A R).
The formula for A R is shown in Equation 1. A R is a measure of how
much participant agreement there is for each referent. In Equation 1,
P is the set of all proposals for referent r, and Pi are the subsets of
equivalent proposals from P [54]. Within each referent and input
condition a participant could only have a single proposal. Bootstrapped
confidence intervals for A R were constructed following the methods
detailed by Tsandilas 2018 [51] and cross-checked using the AGATe
2.0 tool (AGreement Analysis Toolkit)1.

In the compared works an A R of .3 was labeled as high agreement,
meaning if the referent select achieved an A R of .5 then the most
frequent proposal for select was considered to be discoverable by novice
users of a system [59,60]. Authors should determine what a reasonable
level of A R is given their study design, prior work, and sample size [51,
54, 55]

A R(r) =
∑

Pi⊆P

(|Pi|
2

)

(|P|
2

) (1)

4.3.2 Speech Analysis
Speech was analyzed using two metrics of agreement. The first was
max-consensus (MC ). MC is the percent of participants proposing
the most common utterance proposal [34]. If 12 participants proposed
the utterance “move left” for the referent move left, 5 propose “left”,
2 propose “move”, and 1 participant proposes “sideways” then the
MC equals 60%. The second speech metric used was the consensus-
distinct ratio (C DR). C DR is the percent of proposals for a referent
that have over a baseline of 1 participants proposing them [34]. In the
above-mentioned scenario, the C DR is 75%. MC and C DR were

1Available at http://depts.washington.edu/acelab/proj/dollar/agate.html

averaged across referents to gauge the general level of difference in
metrics between the two studies. Only C DR was reported for E-Text,
the MC values given here are derived from the data provided for that
work [59].

These metrics capture the peak and spread of the proposal space [34].
If a referent has a proposal with a high MC , that proposal is considered
discoverable to novice users of this system. Alternatively, a high
C DR means that a referent has a high amount of disagreement on
the best choice of proposals for that referent. These works also also
analyzed speech using each of the binned syntax’s rate of use as a
percentage of all syntax use [59, 60].

4.3.3 Other analysis
Outside of those analysis, this work will compare the raw NASA-TLX
scores collected during those works.

5 COMPARISONS OF RESULTS

The following comparisons will differ from the original work’s result
reporting in order to more effectively show the similarities and differ-
ences found between the studies. In the original works the results were
broken into gesture alone, speech alone, and gesture+speech conditions.
That said, the proposed utterances and gestures from the gesture+speech
condition were similar enough to the proposals for the gesture alone
and speech alone conditions to merit only including the unimodal com-
parisons in this work. Comparisons for the gesture+speech condition
are included in the appendix for completeness, but they do not show
information that would be unexpected given the unimodal comparisons.

5.1 Gesture Comparisons
The following sections compare the gestures proposals from the gesture
alone condition of both experiments.

5.1.1 Agreement Rate Comparisons

Table 1. Agreement rates per referent compared across the gesture alone
condition of E-Text and E-Animated with absolute differences shown

E-Text E-Animated Absolute
Referent A R 95% CI A R 95% CI difference
Select .84 (.63, 1.0) .09 (.07, .21) .75
Create .08 (.08, .20) .21 (.12, .44) .13
Delete .08 (.07, .20) .11 (.08, .26) .03
Move away .55 (.42, .77) .37 (.28, .54) .18
Move towards .39 (.23, .69) .28 (.19, .46) .11
Move left .47 (.31, .71) .49 (.35, .71) .02
Move right .43 (.35, .63) .43 (.30, .66) .00
Move up .34 (.25, .57) .49 (.36, .71) .15
Move down .41 (.26, .64) .38 (.26, .63) .03
Pitch Up .12 (.09, .27) .28 (.18, .51) .15
Pitch Down .16 (.11, .32) .16 (.10, .34) .00
Yaw left .30 (.17, .56) .25 (.14, .50) .05
Yaw right .22 (.13, .45) .22 (.13, .44) .00
Roll C .51 (.33, .76) .56 (.36, .84) .04
Roll CC .58 (.39, .84) .39 (.23, .64) .18
Enlarge .28 (.22, .43) .28 (.21, .43) .01
Shrink .22 (.17, .37) .14 (.12, .25) .08

Legend: C: clockwise, CC: counterclockwise, CI: Bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals, differences are shown as absolute values

While A R typically should not be compared across studies, the
similarities in design between the two experiments and their levels of
chance agreement (E-Text: .058, E-Animated: .054) make it reasonable
to compare A R here. These design similarities include using the
same video coders, subject pool, sample size, and recruitment methods.
Chance agreement was calculated by taking the Pe term from Fleiss’
Kappa equation for each study. All comparisons for the gesture only
condition can be seen in Table 1 where A R is reported alongside
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. A similar table is shown for
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the gesture+speech condition in Appendix A, Table 5. In the compared
works an A R of .3 and above was considered high agreement [59, 60].
A A R of .3 may not always indicate high agreement, for more detailed
information on interpreting agreement rates please see [51, 55]. Using
that number as a benchmark, only the select referent had a difference
of more than .3 in A R . For 10 out of 17 referents the difference in
A R was below .1, which we consider to be a minimal difference. Roll
counterclockwise, select, and move towards were the only referents
that had one study finding them to have high agreement, while the other
did not.

Stark differences in A R were observed with the select referent
which required an abstract animation (Table 1). The difference in
A R for the select referent between experiments was 0.75. In E-Text
select was largely accomplished by participants pointing at the virtual
object. In E-Animated, proposals became far less consistent, likely due
to varied interpretations of the referent’s animation. The animations
for the create and delete referent were particle effects animations that
either materialized the object or caused it to disappear. Select was
animated as a gradual hue change where the object would become
brighter [60]. In that work, the select animation was chosen after
piloting a few animations (i.e., and arrow pointing, bouncing the object).
The hue change was the most correctly interpreted referent out of those
piloted [60].

5.1.2 Granular Proposal Comparison

Heat-maps of the elicited gesture proposals from these two experiments
were generated to provide a visual comparison of the differences in
proposals across the two referent types; text versus animation. The heat-
maps for the gesture alone condition are shown in figures 2 and 3. The
heat-maps for the gesture+speech condition are provided in Appendix
A, Figures 4, 5 and, 6 . These heat-maps do not list any gestures that
were proposed a single time in order to reduce visual clutter. With those
cases removed, column totals do not all sum up to 24.

In these heat-maps the y-axis provides a short description of the ges-
ture proposals and the x-axis lists the referents across each of the two
experiments. The individual cells represent the frequency of proposals
for a given gesture with darker cells representing increased proposal
frequency. In addition to that coloring, the count of proposals is pro-
vided in each cell. As an example, the first two columns of Figure 2
show the gesture proposals and their frequency for the referent move
up in E-Animated and E-Text respectively. The high level of similarity
between those columns suggests that there is little difference in the
binned gesture proposals elicited with text referents compared to those
elicited using animated referents.

The gesture proposals for the translation referents and the rotation
referents (Figure 2) were often quite similar. The difference for most
referents was a slightly increased variety of gestures proposed, as
exhibited by the minor increase in the number of distinct proposals in
that referent’s column. The referent pitch down in Figure 2 provides
an example of this where E-Text elicited 3 distinct proposals and E-
Animated elicited 5.

The referent select has the largest deviation in gesture proposals
between experiments (middle pair of columns in Figure 3). In E-Text
there was one elicited proposal that occurred 22 times where in E-
Animated the most frequent proposal slot was tied with 5 occurrences
each. This discrepancy is likely caused by participant misinterpretation
of the animation for the select referent [60]. The referent delete elicited
a few different proposals when comparing across experiments; however,
these were minimal with the largest deviation being that 7 participants
proposed the “bloom” gesture in E-Animated where none proposed it
in E-Text. The last referent displaying notable differences was create
which elicited 11 proposals for “bloom” in E-Animated and only 3 in
E-Text.

These heat-maps are evidence that the differences in gesture pro-
posals for most referents are relatively minor. Abstract referents were
more impacted by the shift from text to animated referents; however,
the magnitude of the difference varied dependent on the relation of
the animation used to the meaning of the word used in E-Text. The
limited differences in proposals for delete indicate that it’s animation

was similar to the concept of the word delete where the differences in
select show the opposite (Figure 3).

5.2 Speech Comparisons
The following two sections compare the speech proposals between the
two elicitation studies. The first comparison is between the rates of
syntax use. The second comparison is of the actual utterances proposed
by participants and their associated agreement metrics.

5.2.1 Syntax Usage Comparisons
Syntax use was similar between the experiments for the speech con-
dition with no difference being larger than 4% (top half of Table 3).
The largest observed difference in syntax was a shift of nearly 10%
between using only an action phrase and using only a direction phrase
during the gesture+speech condition. Due to this shift, Table 3 shows
the syntax rates for the speech alone and the gesture+speech condi-
tion of each study. In E-Text <direction> phrases alone were used
11.76% of the time and <action> phrases alone were used 28.19%
of the time. In E-Animated there was nearly a 10% shift in syntax
use, where <action> phrases alone were used 38.48% of the time
and <direction> phrases alone were used 1.72% of the time. This is
evidence that animated referent display may be more likely to elicit an
action phrases where text is more likely to elicit a direction phrase with
the caveat that this difference was only found in the gesture+speech
condition where <direction> phrasing was more common. Looking at
E-Text only, <direction> phrases alone were used 6.13% of the time
during the speech condition and 11.76% of the time during the ges-
ture+speech condition. Across other syntax categories referent display
showed minimal impact with most differences being less than 4%.

5.2.2 Speech Proposals and Agreement Metrics Comparisons
The most common speech proposals in E-Text were always the referent
as it was displayed (Figure 2). The information for the gesture+speech
condition can be found in Appendix B, Table 6. The MC for those
proposals was uncommonly high in every case, likely caused by partic-
ipants imitating or repeating the referent. The results from E-Animated
show more variety in top proposals. For the translations, the top pro-
posal was still the referent as it would have been displayed in E-text
indicating that text biasing may matter less for simple referents.

The largest difference in MC between the two studies was 66.67%
in the speech only condition. The average difference in MC between
studies was 42.45%. The smallest difference in MC was 16.67%.
These numbers imply that while in some cases the difference in
MC between referent displays may be lower, for most referents the
differences were more severe. E-Text had an average MC of 75.26%
where E-Animated had an average MC of 32.81%. Meaning that on
average, speech proposals reported under E-Text were agreed upon
by more than two-thirds of participants while speech proposals un-
der E-Animated were agreed upon by less than a third of participants.
The proposals that repeated referents in E-Text and the differences in
MC between the studies are strong evidence that text primed users’
speech proposals and that text referents lead to inflated MC values.

The C DR between these two studies was also varied. Often the
C DR in E-Text was higher than in E-Animated meaning that E-
Text had a narrower distribution of speech proposals compared to
E-Animated. These results match the differences that would be ex-
pected when referents shown as text are imitated by participants. With
most participants repeating the referent as shown, the diversity in the
resulting proposal space was lessened (0.66 C DR ). Alternatively, in
E-Animated where no text was shown, there was a much more varied
space of speech proposals (0.42 average C DR ). These differences
in C DR are further evidence that text based referents can impact
the speech proposals generated during elicitation when compared to
animated referents, resulting in a less diverse speech proposal space.

The abstract referents in E-Animated were negatively impacted by
the referent display used. For create and delete the top proposals
were “appear” and “disappear” which were similar to the referent
in concept but closer to the animation used in actuality. Similarly,
Select had a top proposal of “change” which was much further from
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Fig. 2. Gesture proposal heat-maps by referent and experiment for translation (left) and rotation (right) referents

Table 2. Speech proposal comparisons by input condition and experiment with absolute differences and column averages

E-Text E-Animated Difference Difference
Referent Top proposal MC C DR Top proposal MC C DR MC C DR

Create create 75% 0.33 appear 41.67% 0.18 33.33% 0.15
Delete delete 91.67% 0.92 disappear 50% 0.57 41.67% 0.35
Enlarge enlarge 66.67% 0.67 enlarge 37.5% 0.36 29.17% 0.31
Move away move away 54.17% 0.42 move back 25% 0.38 29.17% 0.04
Move down move down 79.17% 0.58 drop 33.33% 0.44 45.84% 0.14
Move left move left 87.5% 0.71 move left 37.5% 0.44 50 % 0.27
Move right move right 87.5% 0.75 move right 41.67% 0.44 45.83% 0.31
Move towards move towards 37.5% 0.38 move forward 20.83% 0.36 16.67% 0.02
Move up move up 79.17% 0.67 move up 54.17% 0.33 25% 0.34
Pitch down pitch down 79.17% 0.79 rotate 20.83% 0.46 58.34% 0.33
Pitch up pitch up 79.17% 0.75 rotate away 16.67% 0.5 62.5% 0.25
Roll C roll C 70.83% 0.62 spin right 20.83% 0.5 62.5% 0.25
Roll CC roll CC 70.83% 0.67 spin left 25% 0.4 50% 0.12
Select select 87.5% 0.79 glow 20.83% 0.54 48.83% 0.27
Shrink shrink 83.33% 0.75 shrink 45.83% 0.25 66.67% 0.25
Yaw left yaw left 75% 0.79 spin left 33.33% 0.62 37.5% 0.5
Yaw right yaw right 75% 0.79 spin right 29.17% 0.78 45.83% 0.01
Column average 75.26% 0.66 32.81% 0.42 42.45% 0.24

Legend: C: Clockwise, CC: Counterclockwise, MC : Max-Consensus, C DR: Consensus-Distinct Ratio, differences are absolute values

the referent while still close to the animation used. These results
can be summarized by saying that using text referents during speech
elicitation will yield proposals that are similar to the referents as they
were displayed. Animated referents remove that effect but introduce
interpretation issues with referents that do not have a clear animation.

5.3 NASA Task Load Index

The NASA-TLX scores for each condition of E-Text and E-Animated
are shown in Table 4. The scores from the gesture+speech condi-
tion are shown here due to their differences from the gesture alone
and speech alone conditions. The NASA TLX results by condition
and experiment were normally distributed based on the results of
Shapiro-Wilk tests: E-Animated gesture: W (24) = .948, p = .243,
E-Animated speech: W (24) = .967, p = 0.591, E-Animated ges-
ture+speech: W (24) = .934, p = 0.117, E-Text gesture: W (24) =
.979, p = .876, E-Text speech: W (24) = 0.933, p = .113, and E-Text
gesture+speech: W (24) = 0.932, p = .105. Welch Two Sample T-Tests

support that the scores have a different mean for the gesture and ges-
ture+speech conditions across the two studies (t(45.537) = 2.248, p =
0.029 and t(43.807) = 2.893, p = 0.006 respectively). This difference
was not found in the speech condition (t(45.761) = 0.147, p = 0.884).

E-Animated had lower perceived workload than E-Text for each
condition (Table 4). The gesture+speech condition had the largest
difference in perceived workload between studies (12.6) followed by
the gesture condition with a difference of 9.2. The lowest difference
found was between the speech conditions with an absolute difference of
0.7. The difference in perceived difficulty in both the gesture alone and
the gesture+speech condition provides evidence that participants found
generating gesture proposals easier when shown animations compared
to text. This difference in perceived difficulty may be caused by the ease
of imitating an animation’s action. Speech scores were not impacted
by the choice of referent display which was unexpected as participants
imitated text an average of 69.36% of the time (Max: 91.67%, Min:
37.5%) during the speech condition of E-Text.
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Fig. 3. Heat-map of common gesture proposals by referent and experi-
ment (abstract and scale referents only)

These results support that there were differences between the total
perceived workload between the two studies for the gesture and the
gesture+speech groups. These differences were not present in the
speech only conditions.

6 DISCUSSION

These comparisons show that the choice of referent display impacted
the results of these works, although, that impact was minimal when
looking at gesture proposals in isolation.

Summary of differences between E-Text and E-Animated:
• Gesture A R - minor shifts in A R values, seen most in abstract

referents
• Gesture proposals - minor differences in proposal frequency

with abstract referents exhibiting higher variations in proposals
• Speech syntax - minor differences apart from a shift of approxi-

mately 10% in the use of <action> and <direction> phrasing in
the gesture+speech condition

• Speech MC and C DR - large differences between studies,
E-Animated had lower MC and C DR across the board

• Speech proposals - large differences in the utterances proposed
• NASA-TLX - indications that people perceived lower workload

with animated referents, most notably in the gesture and ges-
ture+speech conditions.

6.1 Referent Biasing Through Imitation
Prompting with text referents biased participants to imitate that text as
part of or as the entirety of their proposal, biasing the results to be in
favor of the displayed referent names. This bias artificially inflated the
consensus of speech proposals. These differences were more prevalent
and of a larger magnitude during the speech condition than the gesture
condition. If imitation biased speech proposals are implemented into
a system that does not display the same text as the referents that were
used, those elicited speech commands will be far less discoverable than
the elicitation study’s reported MC would suggest.

These differences extend beyond the individual proposals. The syn-
tax used in speech proposals also changed based on the type of referent
display; however, there was an association between the syntax used
across the studies. Animations caused a higher occurrence of <action>
phrases compared to an increase in <direction> phrasing when using

Table 3. Frequency of syntax used across experiments by condition with
absolute differences

Speech only E-Text E-Animated Difference
<Action> 24.75% 28.19% 3.44%
<Action> <Direction> 50.25% 47.06% 3.19%
<Action> <Object>
<Direction>

12.75% 14.22% 1.47%

<Action> <Object> 5.64% 9.31% 3.67%
<Direction> 6.13% 1.23% 4.9%
<Other> 0% 0% 0%
Gesture+speech E-Text E-Animated Difference
<Action> 28.43% 38.48% 10.05%
<Action> <Direction> 43.87% 39.95% 3.92%
<Action> <Object>
<Direction>

10.54% 12.99% 2.45%

<Action> <Object> 4.41% 6.86% 2.45%
<Direction> 11.76% 1.72% 10.04%
<Other> 0.98% 0% 0.98%

Legend: E-Text: text referent, E-Animated: animated referent, differ-
ences are absolute values

Table 4. NASA-TLX overall score for each experiment and condition with
absolute differences shown

Gesture only condition
E-Text E-Animated Difference P-value

Mean 39.3 30.1 9.2 .029
SD 13.4 14.8 1.4

Speech only condition
E-Text E-Animated Difference P-value

Mean 33.5 32.8 0.7 .88
SD 15.6 14.5 1.1

Gesture+speech condition
E-Text E-Animated Difference P-value

Mean 43.5 30.9 12.6 .006
SD 13.3 16.7 3.4

text, suggesting that observing movement may prime more considera-
tion of the type of movement seen whereas text primes consideration
around the direction that it should move. This effect was only ob-
served in the gesture+speech condition which may be due to the way
that gestures could replace utterances during that condition. In the
speech condition participants could only propose utterances, potentially
forcing a different use of syntax.

Gestures were often biased such that a participant would attempt
to imitate the exact motion of the animation in their gesture proposal.
For rotations, this looks like a gesture proposal that tries to mirror the
specific degrees of rotation through the movement of the participants’
wrist (Figure 2). The differences in scaling gestures were more pro-
nounced. Users prompted with text proposed more gestures that were
informed by the legacy “zoom in” and “zoom out” gestures currently
used on touch-screen devices. The animation for scaling had one cor-
ner of the rendered cube fixed while the others moved outwards for a
uniform expansion giving the visual effect of a diagonal movement up
and towards the participant. In E-Animated, animation bias manifested
as gesture proposals that had a similar formation as E-Text but used
a diagonal movement where E-Text was commonly only on one axis
(Figure 3).

Previous work exhibits similar indications of referent imitation. The
animations used in prior work are often not directly specified so they
are assumed to be a logical presentation of the referent (e.g., move
left translates the object left over time). The scale gesture found by
Khan et al. [22] match the diagonal motion found in E-Animated [60].
Imitation is also inherent in the foot gestures that presumably mirror
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the movements of the animation used by the avatar in Felberbaum et
al.’s work [15], or the direct manipulations for rotation and translations
found by Piumsomboon et al. [43].

The effect of imitation is more directly observable in speech elicita-
tion. In Morris, 2012, some of the referents received speech proposals
that were the referent as it was read aloud [34]. “Open new tab” was
proposed for open new tab, and “open browser” for open browser [34].
Nebeling et al.’s replication of Morris’ work found similar imitations
such as “zoom in” for zoom in or “go back” for go back. In those
studies, the participant could choose between gestures, speech, or ges-
tures+speech as input modalities making any imitation of speech less
likely to inflate the MC scores.

6.2 Implications for Elicitation Studies
The differences in gesture proposals caused by referent display are most
salient in the distance traveled by the gesture but not in the shape and
general motion of the gesture. This is demonstrated by the two-handed
scaling gesture encountered in these studies. In E-Text the gesture was
performed along a horizontal plane in contrast to moving at an angle
45 degrees away from that plane in E-Animated. In either case, the
scale gesture used open hands that extended from a central location
away from each other. More support for this conclusion is seen in the
rotation gestures which were often a pointing or pinching gesture that
traced a circle in the air. The difference caused by animation was in the
amount that a participant rotated their hand while the shape and motion
of the gesture remained consistent. This information is easily lost when
aggregating the gesture data from the granular bins to the equivalence
classes used when computing A R .

The top gesture proposals were the same across studies for 11 of the
17 referents. In the other cases the top proposal in one study would
also have a high number of occurrences in the other. Overall, the
spread of proposals overlapped heavily, evident in the heat-maps for
the gesture condition (Figures 2 and 3). The bulk of the similar and
higher frequency (darker) proposals occurring in both studies show this
overlap. While these top proposals occur in each study, the relative
frequencies of their occurrences were different. Most elicitation studies
recommend aliasing the most common commands [34, 43, 59, 60, 63],
as opposed to recommending the most frequent proposal for each
referent (e.g., a single consensus set). Through aliasing, the overlapping
proportions of the proposal space can be captured, offsetting impacts
of referent biasing. These limited effects of referent display on elicited
gesture proposals are beneficial as prior work that focused on gesture
elicitation was likely minimally impacted by their choice of referent
display.

The results of the few prior works that performed speech elicitation
show some evidence that the proposals were impacted by the referent
display [34, 36, 59]. Focusing on the works compared here, speech
proposals were highly impacted by referent display. This was seen when
the highest MC proposal for each referent in E-Text was the referent
as it was displayed. While some of the top proposals were the same
between studies, these were limited to the proposals for the translation
referents. This similarity may have been due to the simplicity of the
referent. One the other hand, using animated referents impacted speech
proposals when the referent did not have a clear animation to use. This
was seen most in the select referent where the most common proposal
in E-Animated was “glow” instead of “select”

Speech elicitation faces two disadvantages; showing text causes an
artificial increase in consensus metrics (Table 2) and showing anima-
tions can encourage proposals that deviate from the intended referent
(“highlight” for select). As elicitation continues to be used for novel
inputs outside of gesture alone the impacts of referent display need to
be considered.

6.3 Alias Commands
Redundantly mapping interaction techniques to commands (aliasing)
is a technique for capturing a larger group of novice user’s first choice
interactions [34, 59, 60, 63]. The differences in results seen here are fo-
cused on the top choice and least common proposals. Often the gesture
proposal space overlapped. Aliasing, the top N gesture proposals found

in elicitation studies can help to counteract the impacts of referent
biased proposals. The best way to allow future designers to alias pro-
posals is to report more than a single consensus set. Examples of this
include reporting the top few proposals [34, 36], reporting proposals
with hand variations included [43, 60], and showing large portions of
the proposal space (Figures 2 and 3).

6.4 Referent Guidelines

As elicitation use continues to gain popularity, creating referent dis-
plays that allow for unbiased input generation is critical. To simultane-
ously remove the bias from multiple input modalities we recommend a
goals-based elicitation method where instead of showing referents as
granular commands (i.e., select, move left, deselect), they are displayed
as high-level goals (i.e., construct a staircase out of these objects).
This approach conveys a goal to the participant without suggesting
the granular commands necessary to complete it. Using that approach
the steps the user completes can be decomposed to action/interaction
pairs. With that a simple movement interaction might be composed of
selecting, translating, and deselecting an object, thus giving proposals
for three referents. This approach removes the bias caused by explicit
referents. Similar methods of observing goal completion as opposed
to granular action/interaction pairs have been used in information visu-
alization studies [2, 26]. As second approach for mitigating imitation
bias we recommend adding a time delay between referent presentation
and proposal generation. This approach leverages how the chance of
imitation decays over time [33]. Referent-less elicitation has also been
recommended as a possible elicitation approach [56]. An example of
this approach is to ask users to self-report their tasks and means of
achieving those tasks to inform interaction design without the use of
referents [19].

The more similar the intended use case and the elicitation study are,
the less the impact of imitation will matter. If eliciting commands for
a system that has text icons on menus, using the same names for the
referents would facilitate more transference of the proposed interactions
from the elicitation study to the intended system’s use.

6.5 Cultural Biasing

E-Text was conducted around the release of the Marvel - Avengers:
Endgame film. In this film, a snapping gesture was used for the re-
moval (i.e., deletion) of half of the human population. This gesture
also occurred within E-Text for both the create and delete referents
but was not seen in E-Animated. During post-study interviews, two
participants in E-Text noted that they chose the snapping gesture due
to the Avengers: Endgame movie. While this does not mean that other
participants felt the same way, its inclusion in E-Text is an example of a
gesture that may have stemmed from pop culture. Culturally influenced
gestures can represent a mechanism for knowledge transfer from other
domains into a new environment as can also be the case with legacy
biased gestures [35]. Society’s growing adaptation of speech-enabled
assistants (i.e., Alexa, Google) could be a source of other culturally
influenced speech based interactions. As an example, “turn on the
lights” and “turn on [name of item]” are both common commands
within households that use these assistants.

6.6 Report Design Choices

The results of elicitation studies have included valuable insights on
human behavior [10, 23, 41, 50] and some interactions found during
elicitation have been implemented with positive results [21, 42]. The
key to generating findings that are usable by designers is to detail the
exact methodology employed. Knowing specifics of the study design
will increase a practitioner’s awareness of any biases that may have
been introduced as a results of using that design. Additionally, knowing
how well the elicitation study matches an intended use case allows
practitioners to account for variances in conditions between the study
and the use case.

Differences in results can emerge from a slight modification to the
referent display, gaps in time between studies [49], and participant ex-
posure to new technologies [36]. Along with the commonly identified
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design choices found in publications (i.e., referents, sample size, appa-
ratus) authors should describe the way that referents were displayed
and how long they were shown.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The two studies examined in depth here each used a simple set of
referents and environment [59, 60]. Using more complicated referents
(i.e., “extrude object face”) or using objects with varied representations
(i.e., a car) may accentuate the differences found between text elicited
proposals and animation elicited proposals. Future work should directly
test more of the ways that imitation manifests, comparing across other
types of referent display and input modalities. Some examples of these
alternative referent designs are Referent-less design [19,56], goal-based
referents [2, 26], and time delays between referent presentation and
proposal generation. The merits of the goals-based elicitation method
and the delayed elicitation method have not been established, more
work is needed to see if they lessen the impacts of referent biasing.

Some of this work’s conclusions were made without the use of in-
ferential statistics and as such should be considered with caution. The
authors of this work believe that the trends seen in the differences be-
tween the elicited speech proposals signal that referent display can bias
elicited speech proposals. That conclusion could be more directly tested
in a controlled between-subjects study, mitigating some of the statis-
tical noise and unknown confounds that arise from cross-experiment
comparisons (i.e., sample populations, temporal differences).

Another interesting line of inquiry is inspired by the results of the
NASA TLX surveys where animated referents were seen as easier to
generate gesture proposals for than text referents. This information
could be further examined to determine if there are ways to develop
adaptive interfaces that prompt users with specific formats of informa-
tion to prime what input modality is used. As an example consider
a user with low manual-dexterity and another user that is hearing im-
paired. A system might be able to prompt the user with low manual-
dexterity using text to encourage speech interactions. Conversely, the
user with limited hearing may prefer to interact with gestures which
could be encouraged through the use of animated interaction prompts.
These uses of information display were not examined here and would
need to be further investigated by future work.

8 CONCLUSION

Elicitation design is vulnerable to biasing through action and text imi-
tation during proposal generation. Most elicitation studies have used
referent displays that may have encouraged imitation of them (i.e.,
animations, text). While this biasing has likely had minimal impacts on
the existing body of gesture elicitation literature, caution must be had as
elicitation studies move beyond gesture inputs. Most of the differences
observed here were found between the elicited speech proposals where
using text referents caused inflated values for MC , C DR , and pro-
posals that were imitations of the text used [59,60]. There has not been
any work detailing how referent display can impact elicitation results.
We hope that this paper brings awareness to that issue and encourages
deeper design consideration in future elicitation studies. When less
traditional inputs are elicited (speech, multimodal combinations) varia-
tions in minor aspects of the elicitation design can lead to far divergent
results.

We propose using time delays between referent presentation and
proposal generation or using a goals-based elicitation strategy to help
mitigate referent biasing. These changes to elicitation methodologies
contribute to the continual improvement of elicitation studies. Sep-
arately, detailed methodology reporting will help designers to know
under which circumstances the proposed interactions will fit and where
they may generalize. This context is necessary for presenting use-able
elicitation results and encouraging reproducible work [56].
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